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Pirates soar above expectations; cast thrills crowd
______________________
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News

Lena-Kate Ahern ’04 and Dan
Boscov ’04 sing together.

son helped set up the sound, Senior Tom
Petitt designed and ran the lights, and Peter King directed the fight scenes. Also,
three musicians outside of Park were
hired to play the trumpet, keyboard, and
trombone.
Junior Kate Sachs and Sophomore Ari Lisk, who played maidens in the
show, noted the role of tech crew, who
“worked day and night to get everything
done. They were always there before and
after we were.” After the Sunday show,
when flowers were distributed to all those
involved, Vogelstein concluded “we
couldn’t have asked for a better show.”

to view a clash between pirates, maidens,
and policemen. Adele Dinerstein, Upper
School music teacher, served as musical
director of the production, and conducted the pit orchestra. Dance teacher
Andrew Suseno choreographed the production. John Trout and the
Set Design class, as well as
the tech crew, worked afternoons and weekends to put
the demanding set together
and handle the technical aspects of the show.
There were 34 Upper School performers in
Pirates, ranging from sophomores to seniors. Daniel
Gorham ’04, who Peter
King noted was the “anchor
of the whole production,”
played the rowdy Pirate
King who proclaimed, “It is Ben Rowland ’04 pulls off one of the most difficult songs with ease.
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DJ Gorham ’04 , the Pirate King,
amazes crowd with talented voice.

by Laura Gordon ’05
a glorious thing to be a Pirate King!”
Gorham’s boisterous but obedient crew of
men included Frederic (Senior Dan Boscov), who is trapped in an apprenticeship
to the pirates. Soon, however, Frederic
faces a problem when he falls in love with
Mabel (Senior Lena-Kate Ahern) one of
ten “blushing buds of everlasting beauty” sisters whose father was
Major-General Stanley (Senior Benjamin
Rowland). In the second act, the police,
under the authority of the Sergeant (Senior Jon Bookstein), try to regulate the
chaos, but ultimately fail, until
Queen Victoria (Upper School
teacher Tina Forbush) is revered.
Peter King said his
cast was “learning that it takes
a lot more than people realize
to put on a really good production. It’s a huge project and
there are a lot of people involved.”
Aside from
Dinerstein, Trout and Suseno,
Park parent Pam Bennett designed costumes for the entire
cast, which King commented
was a “huge job.” He continued, saying, “Nobody really understands
how many hours go into making them.”
He also noted that stage manager Junior
Ahava Vogelstein “has been really great
to have calling the cues and running the
show.” Recording teacher Doug Jamephoto courtesy of John Trout

Pirates of Penzance, a musical
by Gilbert and Sullivan, held the Park
community captive during the weekend
of November 13-16. The Upper School
comic operetta, directed by Upper School
Theater Director Peter King, was performed in the Meyerhoff Theater. About
three-quarters of the seats were filled on
opening night. It was a packed house,
with people standing in the back, during
the Friday, Saturday, and Sunday shows.
The theater was filled with friends, family, and teachers, who paid eight dollars

by Charlie Hankin ’06

Enjoy the Thanksgiving Break!
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nary Arts, and “Art Experiences,” a collection of vacations, tickets, and services.
The silent auction also featured works
from Park School Faculty and students,
including pieces from the Upper School’s
own Gary Cerrone and Bill Mack, as well
as “Piano Music for your Party,” a service provided by Adele Dinerstein.
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in the opening remarks preceding the live
auction, Richard Wyman (‘45) gave a
brief, gracious speech thanking everyone
whose contributions helped create the
new arts center.
The live auction included,
among many other items, a signed Picasso exhibition poster, diamond necklaces,
two tickets to the taping of the
last episode of Friends, a trip
to Norway, two Paul Reed
Smith guitars, and a fully catered cocktail party, the night’s
biggest seller at $11,500. In total, the live auction made
roughly $120,000.
The silent auction had
over 500 items in the categories of Fine Arts, Antiques,
Crafts and Jewelry, and Culi-
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Arts Auction sells out and achieves goal
The Park Arts Auction, held last
Saturday, was a rousing success. The
school sold all 550 tickets, and, as of
press time, the total earnings were still
being calculated. The auction raised
money for The Park School Financial Assistance Fund. It was the first big-ticket
event held in the Wyman Arts Center, and
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Tom Chalkley’s cartoons come to the Park Gallery show
by Ben Hyman ’06
Tom Chalkley, former
cartoonist for The New Yorker,
is running the next Park Arts exhibit, “Reading Pictures,
Looking at Words: The Art of
Comics.”
The show is in partnership with the Maryland Institute

Happy”) and Bill Griffith (“Zippy”). Of the cartoonists in the
show, Chalkley said, “We’ve got
some real masters in this show.
There are some pieces of great
beauty in the show. I love the
way [Mike Lane] draws. His
work is mouthwateringly beau-

College of Art (MICA) and
George Ciscle, Curator-in-Residence. Ciscle curates exhibits at
MICA, teaches seminars, and
coordinates MICA student internships.
The art show features a
long list of cartoonists including
Baltimore Sun editorial cartoonists Kevin “Kal” Kallaugher and
Mike Lane, and comic strip artists Rich Detorie (“One Big

tiful. He’s a cartoonist’s cartoonist.”
Chalkley is a cartoon instructor at Johns
Hopkins
University’s
Homewood Art Workshops.
Park parent Craig Hankin is
the director of the workshops. When Exhibitions
Educator Peter Bruun asked
Hankin to serve as curator
of the show, Hankin recom-

mended Chalkley. Hankin said,
“He was the best-qualified person to put it together. Nobody
knows more about the history of
cartooning than Tom.” Bruun
was pleased with Hankin’s recommendation, saying, “I needed
somebody to curate the comic art

show that knew something about
comics. … I called him up, had
a conversation with him, and I
knew right away he was the right
guy.”
Hankin and Chalkley
drew “Normal,” a non-syndicated cartoon strip in the Baltimore
Evening Sun from
1990-1991. Hankin
says it was tough
producing a daily
comic strip, “The
goal [of the strip] was
syndication. It was a
tough grind. You’ve
got to have something every day.”
Chalkley is
also a writer for the
Baltimore City Paper.
He writes “Charmed

Life,” an article about wacky
events, places and people in Baltimore. The City Paper ’s
Editor-in-Chief, Lee Gardner,
likes the package that Tom
brings to the paper, “He’s smart,
funny, and a good writer. He has
a deep knowledge of local politics. He’s amused and outraged
by politics and social issues.”
Chalkley spoke to the
eighth grade science classes this
month to promote participation
from the eighth grade in a
project drawing cartoons of the
digestive system. Grades two
and ten, as well as the Upper
School Science, Middle School
Spanish, and Middle School Art
programs will also participate in
the show.

Park Blood Drive saves lives Community Service Day holds third
by Jill S. Papel ’05
annual activities tomorrow during half day
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juniors who had had the same
problem.
Students who were over
sixteen had complaints too. “I
wasn’t allowed to give blood because I hadn’t eaten breakfast
that morning. I had forgotten
that the blood drive was that day
because I hadn’t heard much
about it,” said Max Wagonheim
’04.
Members of the Boys’
Varsity Basketball team donated
to the drive after Head Coach
Josh Wolf excused them from
practice. These
donations substituted for several
people who canceled at the last
minute. Several
seniors who gave
blood felt good
about the drive.
Allison Heath ’04
was happy about
her own accomSenior Jon Weese gave while Evan Goodman plishments. “I
and Ben Rowland were turned away.
saw Jamie Hoffberger ’04 giving
ment and the flyers, they were blood even though she’s terrified
not informed. “I really wanted of needles, and that gave me the
to give blood, but I didn’t real- courage to give blood, too,” she
ize I needed a parental signature said, grinning.
[because I am not 17] until I was
The blood drive was
reading the information packet successful, both as a learning exthat day,” said Erin McMahon perience and as a productive
’05. “That requirement should drive. “We took notice of a lot
have been made more known.” of problems this time,” said
McMahon added that she spoke Frankel. “We have an idea of
for a lot of other sixteen-year-old what to do better in March.”

The Park community
will take part in the third annual
Day of Community Building,
Service, and Reflection on
Wednesday, November 26, the
day before Thanksgiving break.
In response to September 11th,
the first annual Community Service Day was initiated to “build
our internal community through
service and team-building activities, and to support service
projects in the Baltimore community” stated Julie Rogers,
Upper School Science teacher
and the head organizer of the
day. The Park Service Committee, headed by Traci Wright,
Julie Rogers, and Carol Kinne,
has organized this day for the
past three years. Although classes will be suspended on this day,
attendance is not optional.
Students and teachers
will participate in wide-ranging
activities on-campus , such as
maintenance help, knitting,
sandwich making, helping design a mural for the new dance
studio, beading bracelets, and
discussing gender issues at Park.
Rogers said, “The entire Lower
School is participating in a variety of different ways and many
Middle and Upper School students will be working with the
Lower School on that day. Also,
many activities, are cross-divisional like the Hunger Breakfast,
Stream Clean-up, and People’s

by Nicole Cameron ’05
Homesteading Group.
Also, the day ends with
a “simple feast” of fresh baked
bread, cooked soup, and music
for all. The day also provides a
chance for Park students of all
ages to interact. In addition to
on-campus activities, there are
opportunities to volunteer offcampus at Our Daily Bread,

Habitat for Humanity, The People’s Homesteading Group, and
other community service organizations. Other off-campus
projects include reading to toddlers during story hour at local
libraries, and helping register
voters with the Black Awareness
Club.
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Thirty-two blood donations, two more than the school’s
goal, were received from students and faculty when the
American Red Cross visited
Park on November 12th. Student
heads Katie Frankel ’04 and Andrea Gensler ’04 oversaw the
drive.
There were some problems with the drive. “It didn’t
get advertised a lot until the day
before,” claimed Jack Meyerhoff
’04. Many others agreed that,
despite the assembly announce-

Sarah Dewey ’05 ponders community service day choices.

Partners Thanksgiving Dinner
highlights student bonds
All Partners and their
families attended the Fourth Annual Partners Thanksgiving
Dinner on Monday, November
24, from 5:30 - 8:00 p.m.
They’ve outgrown the cafeteria
and gym, so this year over 550
students and families dined in
the Athletic Center. A small program featured third grade

students and their Upper School
partners began promptly at 5:30
p.m. The Partners Program has
grown to include over 98 pairings of Lower, Middle and
Upper School students, and ten
Upper School students working
as helpers in Lower School and
physical education classes.
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Model UN succeeds at conference
by Jennifer Webber ’07
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Members of Park’s the students debated and quick- it’s less intimidating.”
wrote
complicated
Model UN club attended the ly
The general consensus
resolutions.
In
order
for
a
resoDISEC (Duke International Seof the group was that the trip was
curity Conference) at Duke lution to pass, it needed constructive and educational.
University in November. Upper two-thirds majority; this was Having taken home two awards
and Lower classmen began prep- quite difficult to accomplish - Caleb Karpay ’04 won Best
aration for this four-day without some compromise. Delegate, while Vitaliy Elbert
conference in the beginning of Willie Miller ’07 enjoyed the in- ’04 and Vera Eidelman ’05 won
October, and each student was tellectual stimulation of the Best Delegation - the group felt
required to write a position pa- sessions and stated, “The com- confident about its appearance at
per representing the beliefs of mittee sessions were inspiring the conference. Cassidy Fein ’07
the country’s government they and thoughtful; you really want- said, “At first we went into the
ed to get things accomplished so session feeling unsure about ourwere assigned.
Park students beselves
and
our
came delegates from the
knowledge of our counUnited States, Russian
try, but we left the
Federation, Pakistan, Itaconference with a new
ly, and China. Each
outlook on current
student was assigned to a
events and the imporUN committee. The Park
tance
of
global
delegates who represented
cooperation.” Elbert
Russia and the United
said, “I think it was one
States were members of
of our best conferences
Caleb Karpays ’04 shows new gavel.
smaller groups of the
ever. I was especially
General Assembly: Disec (disproud of the freshmen who have
armament and international you could debate all your top- never attended a conference besecurity), Specpol (special polit- ics.”
fore; they were able to actively
Students from all grades engage in their committees. We
ical and decolonization) and
Sochum (social, humanitarian, and delegations gathered togeth- were a young delegation, yet we
and cultural). Eric Gottlieb ’06 er to discuss tactics and made a significant impact. Modrepresented Shi Jiuyong, the rep- strategies. Goodman said, “On el UN is about developing one’s
resentative of China on the the trip, I got to know the lower skills of public speaking and
International Court of Justice. classmen for the first time. It was knowledge of global issues. It’s
Jessica Berney ’04 became a del- rewarding to look back on how about coming together to solve
egate to the World Health we used to be, and the realiza- problems and finding ways to
Organization. Jeffrey Weinstein tion of how far we’ve come.” satisfy the global community.”
’04 represented Pakistan on the Park students interacted with Elbert and the rest of the group
Security Council, while Evan each other on many levels: aca- are looking forward to the next
Goodman ’04 represented Italy demically, in the sessions, and conference, which will be held
in NATO (North Atlantic Treaty socially. One freshman said, in either Philadelphia or George“We now have upper classmen town later this year.
Organization).
During each session, that we can talk to in the halls;

MS learns hard lessons about theft
by Everett Rosenfeld ’08
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There are lockers lying on the level of trust at Park, “I cause the $80 was stolen,” said
open, bags leaning against the thought Park students were real- Feiler.
According to Jim
walls, jackets draped over ly trustworthy, but I began to
benches, and books and folders realize that you can’t trust any- Howard, Director of Academic
Support Services, there have
strewn across the floor in the body.”
“Teachers and students been 10 thefts of under $500 and
Middle School hallways. Many
Park students leave their posses- in every division have had prob- 1 theft over $500 at Park this
sions in the open, unaware that lems [with theft],” said year. Howard said the biggest
their belongings are vulnerable Rosenblatt. Language Arts & mistake that students make is,
Social Studies teacher Nadine “leaving their belongings unseto theft.
Bonnie Rosenblatt, Feiler had $80 stolen at the be- cured.” He said that Park is
looking for patprincipal of the Midterns in the thefts.
dle School, said of this
“Once you can see
scene, “I hope that
a pattern developkids will be more careing you can
ful about their things.”
narrow down the
She says there have
population [of posonly been four cases
sible thieves],”
of theft reported, and
Howard said.
most thefts were in the
W h a t
gym.
does it mean to be
Seventh gradcareful with your
er Sarah Oseroff had
things? Lucas
money stolen from her
Hulleberg ’09 had
twice last year. One of
his wallet stolen in
the times, someone
MS theft leaves students with many questions.
the gym; it was
went through her bag,
hidden underneath
which was lying in the
hallway. Her losses amounted to ginning of the year. The money a table, and wrapped up in a
$110, and the thief was never was inside of her change purse, jacket. “I felt weird,” said Lucas,
which was in her purse, which “I never knew stuff like that hapfound.
Seventh grader Ellen was in her drawer, in her desk, pened at Park, [but] now I
Halle had $80 stolen from her. in her classroom. “It hurt… there know.”
The theft changed her opinion were things I couldn’t do be-

LS comes together to
help Viva House
by Emma Gross ’11

With the holiday season
approaching, Park’s Lower
School Community Service Club
is making a big push to give
Viva House’s clients a holiday
treat.
Lower School teachers
Linda Halpert and Jennifer Harbold organized a club of fourth
and fifth graders every year that
guides the rest of the Lower
School in helping Viva House.
The club meets every Monday to
discuss what Viva House needs.
Once a month, Lower School
students and their families contribute food to fill bags, which
are then taken to Viva House and
given out to the needy. They also
collect brownies every month
that are packaged and taken to
Viva House.
For Thanksgiving, Park is collecting
non-perishable fruit
pies. According to
Beth Casey, Assistant Lower
School Principal, the effort
came from all
three divisions.
Tr a c i
Wright, Coordinator of Community
and Student Services, said the club

delivered food bags and pies on
November 24th to Viva House
and toured the facility. Because
of the large volume of people
working at Viva House, no Park
students volunteer there. Instead,
some students are using a sample food bag to cook a meal and
show other students what a sample meal for Viva House’s clients
contains.
Linda Halpert said,
“Participation has been terrific!
For the last food bag collection,
the Middle School contributed
food too. We got over sixty food
bags, enough for over sixty families.” Rose Coll, a fifth grader,
commented, “I like [being] on
the Lower School Community
Service Committee because I
feel like I’m helping other
people.”

by Willie Miller ’07

News Briefs

French Club Crepe Sale
by Laura Gordon ’05

Students in the Upper School drooled over the French
Club’s homemade crepes, which were sold during X-block on Tuesday, November 24. The desserts sold for a dollar each, with the
purpose of raising money for free food the club will offer during
the French film festival, where they invite the Upper School to view
French films throughout the year. Junior Sarah Dewey, a student
head of the French club, commented, “We want to raise awareness
of the French club. We have an upcoming film showing in the middle of December.” The Club raised sixty-five dollars, an
improvement on the forty dollars raised from last year’s crepe sale.
Middle School Viva House
by Everett Rosenfeld ’08
In the Middle School, bags of food from every advisory
group are being delivered to Viva House, a soup kitchen in Baltimore City. The Middle School has collected thirty bags since
October. An agreement was made between the Community Service
Committee and the Middle School faculty, which stated that if the
students could raise seventy food bags by November 25, then the
faculty would take on the task of cafeteria duty on one day out of
the week for each house.
Arts Center Brief
by Sarah Dunn ’06
Although the new Wyman Arts Center opened only recently,
many faculty members and students have already adopted it into
the everyday lives. All of the current Upper School art classes are
being run in the new, up-to-date art studios, and all of the art teachers have already moved into their new offices on the top level of
the Arts Center.
The construction work has moved outside, to the future location of the amphitheater which, when finished, will be used for
such events as Goldsoundz and other Park outdoor events. Thus
far, the new center has proved to be a strong addition to the Park
arts program.
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The State of Postscript

Postscript should recap the previous month at Park
and spark new discussion for the coming month. We want you
to open the paper and dig into the events and issues that affect us.
Events will be covered in our News section so expect
News to show what life was like at Park and rather than retell
old stories. Editorials will bring you the opinions from the
Postscript staff as well as cartoons and letters to the editor.
Commentary/OP-ED hosts your opinions about our community in a forum that welcomes discussion as well as our
talented columnists. We want to showcase the entire community’s opinions including students, teachers, administrators,
and parents to bring all sides of an issue to the forefront. Reviews will assess Park entertainment events, books, music,
and movies. Arts will showcase pieces from Park such as AP
Art work, gallery work, short stories, and poems. And finally,
Sports will offer reviews and previews of each sport including top players, coaches, and highlights.
We are proud to announce some new ideas and changes for our paper. We will have archive copies on the internet
later this week. You’ve probably noticed our larger 11x17 inch
paper. We are evaluating better paper and color front and back
covers.
We’d also like to introduce Susan Weintraub back as
co-faculty advisor along with Rachelle Work. Susan’s expertise on writing style and her well-rounded sense of humor are
greatly appreciated. Also, we welcome Mr. Reid to the staff
as a new photographer; his sports pictures are outstanding.
If an article makes you excited, angry, outraged, or
intrigued, we want to hear about it! We want to make Postscript an interactive place for thoughts and debate. Write back
against Ayla Zeimer’s article about community service or my
article on grades. Send us letters to the editors or write an
article in response or, at the least, tell us about it in the halls
or talk it up over lunch.
Also, if there is something you’d like to see in the
paper, drop us a note. We want the best Postscript possible
and ask for your help to reach our goals. Expect the best from
us and read Postscript with a careful and argumentative eye.
We are transforming Postscript and would love your comments, questions, suggestions, and ideas at
postscript@parkschool.net or just catch us in the halls.
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Katzenberg Complaint Corner Returns!

The Community Board
by Brian Katzenberg ’03

I am writing in response
to the commentary articles concerning the proposal of the
Community Board. I am a
staunch believer in Progressive
Education, and –believe it or
not— I apply Park’s philosophy
to everyday use. I believe people are inherently good, and Park
generates intrinsic learners who
desire to better themselves
through education. However,
every year there are some instances of egregious behavior by
students that often go unnoticed.
The Community Board,
if carried out correctly, is a good
idea. Students need to recognize
that certain behaviors are unacceptable. People must be mature
and take responsibility for their
community at Park. Students
must report acts that destroy

Park’s trustful atmosphere. This
would not create “Big Brother”
snitches in the school, but rather more aware students.
Although it does not run rampant
at Park, one poor behavior that
should be addressed is cheating.
As Park students we pride ourselves on learning for the sake
of learning; however, many students are pressured to get good
grades, and, despite their best
judgment, cheat. Because our
teachers trust students and allow
students to take tests in the library or at home, it is the
responsibility of the community
to make sure their peers don’t
break the trust and cheat.
Here at the University
of Virginia, similar to Park, we
take pride in our “Community of
Trust.” Studying the University’s
model, the creators of the Community Board can see important
parallels. Upon entering the University we have agreed to live by
the Honor Code. The Honor System is based on the idea that
students will not lie, cheat, or
steal; therefore, at the University we have the privileges of
taking unproctored exams and
charging things on good faith.

Although, the system is not perfect, the most important aspect
of Honor is that it will be judged
and reported by the student body.
That is, when someone breaks
the Community of Trust it is the
responsibility of the community
to report the offense in order to
preserve the community at the
University.
If students recognize
that there are issues that should
be dealt with, I believe the creation of the Community Board is
very important. In order to preserve Park’s community, the few
students that abuse it must be
dealt with. It is not the responsibility of our educators to police
the halls, but rather the role of
the students to make sure their
peers uphold the standards of the
philosophy. However, I believe
in order for the Community
Board to function properly, it
must have autonomy. That is to
say, the Board can not be a weak
puppet, but an active body. This
group must not allow one administrator to decide the fate of a
student. The Board comprised of
faculty and students must make
the final decision, otherwise its
resolutions will be worthless.

Mono: Me Too!

We all know that mono (-nucleosis) has swept through the Upper School. This contagious virus spreads through saliva. As much as our community encourages sharing, drinks, food,
eating utensils, or other saliva-bearing implements may not be wise to pass around. As with
many “social” diseases, it is everyone’s responsibility to watch out for his or her own health.
Symptoms of mono are mostly like flu: Severe fatigue, headache, sore throat, chills, followed by
a fever, and muscle aches.
- JWW
After a few days, these can progress jaundice (yellow tinge to eyes and skin), swollen
lymph nodes in the neck, armpits, and other bodily junctions. If you think you have mono, see
your doctor. Having the knowledge of infection is the first step to stopping the chain of disease.
There are many of us in the community right now who may have mono and will never show any
symptoms.
These people act as carriers for the virus. For this reason, the best thing each one of us
November 25, 2003
could for ourselves, and the rest of the community, would be to get tested. Each and every perCSPA Gold Medalist 2001-2002 , All- Columbian Awards in Coverage,
son in the Upper School could potentially contract this virus, so everyone needs to be more
Writing and Editorials, and Graphic Presentation
aware and cautious.
- AKN
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The World According to Me:

Going Once, Going Twice, Sold!
by Jonathan Weese ’04

The Park School auction took place Saturday,
November 22. Many items were
offered, and the winning bids
raised money for the school.
Many of the items up for grabs
were surprisingly glamorous,
such as tickets to the last episode
of “Friends” and several behindthe-scenes-at-a-movie kinds of
things. Though these things were
the big sellers for the evening,
rumor maintains that several
equally enticing lots were available during a lull in the
proceedings. Following is a list
of some of the less publicized
offerings:
Lot 133: “Galois Set
Gala.” With the winning bid,
you’ll be whisked off by limo to
a black-tie soiree hosted by the
Math Department. You will
spend an enchanted evening
munching hors d’oeuvres, sipping fine wines, and discussing
the finer points of solving a sys-

tem of linear equations with eminent math personalities.
Protractor included.
Lot 107: “Safety Watch
with Mr. H.” Enjoy a day at the
Park School accompanied by
Jim Howard, who will kindly
explain the inner workings of the
school’s myriad security systems
to you. Finally, you’ll be among
the privileged few who know the
true reason for cameras, crosswalks, speed bumps, and other
such curiosities around the campus.
Lot 24: “Grades!
Grades! Grades!” The lucky
winner of this lot will enjoy an
evening of grading papers with
the History Department. You’ll
learn the secrets, developed by
History faculty, to making grading fun – you’ll see that they
love grading so much they don’t
want to give assignments back!
Refreshments included.
Lot 39: “Geese Galore!” This lot, sure to be hotly

contested, affords the winner the
opportunity of a lifetime: as the
high bidder, you’ll be given a
free hand to implement whatever plan you come up with to
manage the amount of goose excrement on the pathways. How
many times have you suggested
a novel cleanup plan, only to
have it ignored by the administration? How many times have
you stepped in goose offal and
thought, “I could fix this”? Now,
at long last, your dream can be
realized. Package includes boots
and a shovel.
As you can see, the auction was a huge success. It’s a
shame these other lots weren’t as
well publicized, for they would
have been huge sellers. As for
your humble author, I scratched
my face at the wrong time and
ended up the lucky high bidder
on Lot 93, “Dr. Jackson’s World
of Fables.” Let me just say, Dr.
Jackson, I’m looking forward to
“The Fox and the Grapes.”

The Rowland Reality:
E! Uncensored

by Ben Rowland ’04
unpredictable!
Nevertheless, I must tell
you that the reason I watch this
show is not because I am fascinated by the fast-paced lives of
Los Angeles superstars, but rather because I enjoy laughing at
their reactions to being on camera (and also because they show
Paris Hilton a lot). For example,
just the other day, they showed
Ben Affleck sitting down at a local café, having lunch. As soon
as he realized that the cameras
I go home, put my book were taping him, he pulled his
bag down, get the mail, and re- shirt over his head, ran to his car,
alize that my letter of denial and drove off. Now that is enwon’t be received for another tertainment.
month. So I plop in front of my
On another show, they
television, flip through the chan- caught Julia Roberts in the airnels, and what do I find myself port, and let’s just say she wasn’t
watching? “Celebrities Uncen- too happy.
sored 14.” I can’t help it. I’m
This is what television
literally glued to the television should be. Real. Genuine. True.
when the show comes on.
E! has really done it this time!
For all of you students Bravo should watch out, and
outside the loop, “Celebrities AMC should make way, because
Uncensored,” is a quality televi- 5-star movies no longer cut it in
sion show whose purpose is to our society.
convey to the American public
So the next time you’re
how exciting the lives of celeb- bored, and you’re flipping
rities actually are. It is filmed on through the channels, and CNN
the streets of Hollywood, outside just isn’t exciting enough, go to
bars and clubs, by various mem- E! and check out “Celebrities
bers of the paparazzi. These Uncensored.” I promise, you
cunning journalists will catch wont regret it! Hail to Entertainpeople like Tom Cruise and Gw- ment! Hail to television
yneth Paltrow when they least programming at its best!
expect it. How exciting! How

From the Student Council:
Concerns over our Drug and Alcohol Policy
by Caleb Karpay ’04
nine schools aside, I was
shocked to first hear about this
new group through a form letter
to hundreds of other parents instead of through actual
discussion in the school. Now
that we’ve let more people know
about the meetings and decisions
of the heads of the nine schools,
I’d like to see Park be proactive.
If the heads of these
nine schools are working together, I think the students of all nine
schools need to work together. I
propose a meeting, which Park
could host, for students from
these schools to discuss how
they can act. However, the issue is beyond just these nine
schools, and we should eventually involve all area schools.
The administrators in the area
are calling for peer-to-peer programs, and I think Park’s
students should answer that call
and lead the discussion.
Students at Park should
act within their smaller community.
So far, I feel the
Community Board would be the
best place to lead debate and rep-

resent students fairly. I respect incident outside of school—if, as
the school’s right to look after its some adults might suspect, stustudents, yet their concern could dents are unable to shoulder this
be carried to an extreme. They responsibility—then the students
are not in loco parentis on the should review the effectiveness
weekends, and they should not of the Community Board. We
be pursuing disciplinary action students owe it to ourselves to
outside of the school. Howev- exercise our power.
er, if an issue needs to be
So, by holding a meetdiscussed –if there was a rowdy ing of the nine schools and
party or what have you—then trying the Community Board
the students should use the com- concept until the end of the year,
munity board to address the Park’s students can take charge
issue and not rely on the admin- of the substance abuse issue to
istration to act.
make everyone in the communiThat is the heart of the ty safer.
Community Board.
By giving a student
voice to the nowu n i l a t e r a l
disciplinary process, we will keep
the issue among
sympathetic students and not
administrators
pressured to react.
If the Community
Board is unable to
Civil discussion over Community Board.
deliberate
and
make a recommendation on an
photo by Sarah Riafman ’05

Beloved former Postscript editor Brian Katzenberg
has thrown down his college
work for a few minutes to write
an editorial supporting the Community Board. Therefore, I can
lay off my traditional argument
and explore another issue in
which the school is quickly entangling itself.
In a November 17th article in The Baltimore Sun, I
learned, for the first time, that
“Nine private schools join[ed]
forces to fight teen drinking,
[and] drug use.” Dr Jackson
sent a letter to parents on November 14th authored by these
nine schools, calling for a broad
plan of “establishing a parent

education program… strengthening peer education programs,
providing ready access to substance abuse counselors to our
staffs, and exploring new rules
and contracts among students,
their families, and our schools.”
I applaud the concern of
these schools, but I am wary that
existing boundaries between
home and school might be violated without the input of
students. Dr. Jackson noted, “if
we are serious about the values
we teach, then we can’t ignore
what they [students] are doing
outside of school.” This seems
to indicate that the schools are
looking to enforce their standards off-campus. It remains to
be seen whether this would be
like parent education or the kind
of preventative actions the administration took before a
post-Homecoming celebration
two years ago, or punishing students for what they do
off-campus or, in the most extreme cases, involving law
enforcement.
The policies of these
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Evaluate Me!: The Downsides of Befriending Teachers
by Jeffrey Weinstein ’04
school was founded on the belief that each student has the will
to learn. It’s the job of the teacher to assist in this process. The
main avenue for this assistance
is to show what we
are doing well, what
Now think back…did the course evaluations ask us we need to do better,
for a letter grade? Wouldn’t that have been fun to do! Sorry and how to improve
Mr. Brandt you have a B-! Ask yourself why didn’t we use to meet set goals. I
don’t believe our curletter grades for course evaluations?
rent system provides
this feedback.
Take class evaluations
ly in a progressive institution, to it may be our greatest downfall
better our work. Without any because this friendship is often as the other hand. The school
evaluation, we would not know a detriment rather than a bene- takes these very seriously
how to improve. Feedback fit. We need to realize that and most teachers use
should be used to not only point students are students and teach- this student feedback to
out how to improve but to moti- ers are teachers. By addressing improve their classes
vate you to do so. Currently, I our current feedback system and dramatically. Each quardon’t believe we are getting the the tension that goes along with ter, we spend 20 to 30
best feedback through grades. it, I believe we can improve our minutes filling out
checklists and answerSo, as Dr. Lou would say, “What learning.
Let’s start with teacher- ing short essays about
is really going on here?”
We pride ourselves on to-student feedback. Each of us what we like in the
incredible student-teacher rela- got our quarter reports back– I’ll class, what could go bettionships and I’m the first to give you a few minutes to re- ter, and how it could get
vouch for the strength of these trieve them. After reading over better. Now think back. Did
bonds. I’ve played cards, argued my reports, I felt as I always do the course evaluations ask us for
long after school, and chatted after getting my grades: indiffer- a letter grade? Wouldn’t that
about the latest West Wing with ent, unmotivated with a have been fun to do! Sorry Mr.
many teachers. I feel like a pal resounding shrug. Shouldn’t Brandt you have a B-! Ask yourto some of my teachers, but this feedback provide useful insight self why didn’t we use letter
isn’t to say I don’t respect my to strengths, weaknesses, and grades for course evaluations?
How is it that students
superiors; I hold them in the specific ways to improve? The
I don’t like grades, but
I love feedback because in
school, as in life, I want to improve. Whether we realize it or
not, we need feedback, especial-

highest regard. It makes class
more fun when you can challenge a teacher and know that
they are on a similar level. This
is why I love Park, but I’m afraid

can give such honest feedback in
the form of comments but teachers must use these letter grades?
Granted, grades are accompanied with comments and
checklists, but having a letter
grade makes everything else
have less impact. You know you
check the letter grade first rather than the comments. What is
even more disturbing about the
failed feedback is that it actually hurts our learning. The

freshman article stated, “Did you get
an A? I got an A-! Oh my God,
what did I do wrong?! Why do
they hate me?” Grades have
turned honest feedback to personal attacks. These freshman

girls are demonstrating that it is
impossible to give good feedback because we are all such
friends. If a teacher gives you a
bad grade, you respond, “Why
does he or she hate me,” instead
of, “how can I improve.” This is
the major issue.
On the other hand,
courses change based on our
written input, so let’s demand
this from our feedback. We respond honestly to the course
evaluations and the teachers take
it as feedback not “Why does the
student hate me? I thought we
were buddies!” It’s because
while students can act as if
teachers are on their level,
even at Park, teachers are still
teachers. Teachers are paid to
teach and guide us, while we
see them as pals. When we get
a B, we feel like this friendship has been broken because
we can’t separate the relationships. We must understand that
teachers are here to first assist
our passions and secondly to be
our best buds. Then we can be
honest with each other and ourselves and drop these silly grades
for a course evaluation system.

Freshmen: Who’s Fresher than Fresh?
A Fresher Perspective
by Andy Lillywhite ’07
A few weeks ago, when
I was reading the October edition of Postscript, I came across
“I won’t threaten you, but…,” an
article about freshmen life. After reading this article, I was
deeply saddened. I know people
throw around the term “deeply
saddened” quite loosely, but I
truly was saddened. I began to
realize how segregated the Upper School really is. According
to the article, the segregation
goes so far as to force rules upon
us about where we can and cannot sit. The rules basically
prohibit students from sitting on
benches that belong to other
grades as well as from sitting in
the math science hallway.
“Why?” you ask. “Just don’t,”
says the article.
This is horrible. We’re
segregating ourselves not only
by grade, but also by clique.
There are the people in the A
hallway, the people in the B hallway, and the people in-between
those hallways. The Upper
School community is being destroyed. I feel like no one knows
any one beyond his or her own
grade or even beyond his or her
own hallway.
For example, this year’s
seniors didn’t really haze the

freshmen. I’m not saying that I
wanted to be spanked with a
spiked paddle; I’m just saying
that hazing is a way to welcome
the freshmen into the community. This year, instead of hazing
the freshmen, a few seniors went
around offering us bags of candy. They didn’t really introduce
themselves and kept us freshmen
from feeling welcomed into the
Upper School.
We need to do something about this. The Upper
School is drifting apart into separate groups of people who just
happen to be in the same school.
How great would it be to sit
wherever you want to rather than
only in the spot that your grade
and/or group sits? We need to
take initiative; we need to stand
up and go sit somewhere else.
There are perfectly nice people
everywhere – there really are,
don’t be afraid to leave your
comfort zone to meet them.
From now on, instead
of saying “I’m not going to
threaten you, but if you don’t get
off this bench…” say “Hey,
come sit on this bench or I’ll
punch your lights out,” because
that, that right there, is what
builds a community.

One quarter of the way
by Lucy Silver, Carrie Young, and Cassidy Fein ’07
Unless you’ve been liv- ear as interacting.
ing under a rock for the past Moving On…
month, you’ve probably heard of
We previously wrote
Text Twist. You’ve probably about how the freshmen class
played it and if you are a fresh- congregates around the atrium
man, you’ve played it far more bench. Well, recently, we’ve
times than you’d like to admit. spread out – maybe this has to
The new “thing to do” during G- do with our newly found confiblock and X-block has definitely dence – to random clumps in the
arrived. While most freshmen B hallway, and occasionally the
are more obsessed with the commons. This isn’t a bad thing,
game, some of us are certainly but it definitely makes finding
more talented at it than others. people harder. Although, we
“Um…. Is D-E-R a word?”
certainly prefer being spread out
With this new activity to being confined to one bench.
taking up much of our free time, Grades? Huh? What?
we’re finding that homework
The moment of truth:
hours extend later and later into are the freshmen really as smart
the night. The already few pre- as we say we are or are we just
cious moments we have to relax little compulsive liars? Though
in the evenings are now entirely you may think some of us are
exhausted. Productivity is slack- failing, we are happy to aning during school hours as well. nounce that none of us are.
Shouldn’t G and X blocks be Admittedly, the Thursday class
times to socialize, meet with before advisory was quite painteachers, do extra work, or join ful: you could hear feet tapping
an activity? There are numerous and freshmen chewing pencils
productive things that Park stu- from a mile away. When we fidents can do during this free nally got our packets of
time. Instead, we huddle in comments and grades, almost
clumps around an inanimate ob- everyone rushed into the hallject, trying to squeeze our minds ways to compare and discuss.
into figuring out what the six-let- “WHAT DID YOU GET?!”
ter word is. But all that time, we
Thus, the freshmen
could be interacting with each have made it through three
other. And no, we wouldn’t clas- months of upper school and have
sify screaming, “It’s sponge! luckily not lost anyone along the
S-P-O-N-G-E!” in someone’s way. Yet.
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Endless Choice: Are We Benefiting?
by Ayla Zeimer ’05

pers everywhere! It was utterly
overwhelming. However, I was
saved from the stress. I had gone
to Homesteading the weekend
before, and the teacher I worked
with came up and told me that
the Homesteading sheet was on
the right corner desks, next to
the other all-day off-campus activities. I was the second person

to sign up, and having done so,
I continued curiously around the
room. Sheets covered tables for
Habitat, card making, community recess, yoga, basketball…
Wait! Recess? Basketball? “Isn’t this a day of
service?” I wondered, confused,
“Why don’t they just call it self
service day?” I began to get
frustrated; I could not understand why there were so many
options. It felt wrong, so I began
to investigate.
What would happen if
we cut out the choices? What if
we only offered three activities,
all along the lines of Habitat and

judge, let me explain.
We are Park School students, which is a glorious thing.
However, at times, we find ourselves feeling spoiled, which can
lead us to an immense sense of
guilt. I am one of those who feels
guilty and spoiled, and, occasionally, even helpless. Just like
many of you, I am affected little
by our assemblies and find it almost too easy to leave a class
discussion about poverty, or Baltimore city, and return to the
drama of our school hallways.
But it is my assumption that every person, including Park
School students, wants to help

not have past experience to base
them? Many of us need the extra push, not because we are
horrible people, because we are
normal teenagers involved with
our own lives.
This is where Park
School’s philosophy comes in.
The argument is clear: Park
School makes nothing mandatory; choice is golden. And that
argument wins. But where are
the rewards? It is too easy to let
ourselves be sheltered by our
school. Although ideally students would go out on their own
to explore their limits that isn’t
reality. Honestly, if I had not had
the experience at
Homesteading, I
too, would have
We are Park School students, which is a glorious thing.
signed up for
However, at times, we find ourselves feeling spoiled, which can
yoga, or somelead us to an immense sense of guilt. I am one of those who feels
thing like it.
guilty and spoiled, and, occasionally, even helpless.
Truthfully, I do not know
what got me to go
Homesteading, or any other in- his or her community.
to Homesteading; it’s not like I
tense all-day off campus service
You might argue that had ever even done Habitat beprojects? At first, it seemed like limiting the service day choices fore, but I can tell you why I will
a horrible suggestion. In fact, would inevitably push many stu- go again. There is just something
upon hearing this idea, one per- dents out of their comfort zones. so refreshing about facing realison said to me, “Ayla you’ve got However, how do we know what ty for once, about doing
a black heart.” But before you our comfort zones are if we do something hands on, and making

Campaign Finance Reform
by Eric Gottlieb ’06
America boasts the
most representative democracy
the world has ever seen. In the
past century, we have stretched
the limits of our democracy by
giving everyone the right to vote
while much of the world hasn’t.
But with new fundraising
records being set in every election, the bounds of our
democracy are contracting –
with ominous consequences.
In 1971, by passing the
Federal Election Campaign Act,
we addressed the threat of
campaigns that are unduly influenced by large corporate
and private donations. In the
Act and its amendments, individuals were capped to
$2000 per year for campaign
donations. In addition, the
Act created a grant of federal matching funds for
presidential campaigns that,
if accepted by the candidate, impose a $45 million spending
limit on the campaign.
Having already raised
more than $85 million for his
campaign, President Bush has
taken the lead in forgoing the
grant and avoiding the spending
limit. His resources will allow
him to travel and take more advertising time than his
opponents.
Bush is now in a position to abandon his sacred
obligation to the Constitution,
and rather than representing the

people, represent the large donors who finance his campaign.
And as Enron gave the Republican Party $1,433,850 in the
election before its collapse and
later reaped the political benefits
under the Bush administration,
many wealthy donors will do the
same.
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To come slightly
closer to equalizing the financial playing field, Democratic
candidate Howard Dean decided to forgo federal matching
funds as well. A few weeks later, John Kerry did the same and
was quoted in The New York
Times as saying that Dean
“changed the rules of this race,
and anyone with a real shot at
the nomination is going to have
to play by those rules.” Neither
of these candidates will come
close to matching the assets of
the Bush campaign, but they are

still at risk of succumbing to
large campaign donations.
If every candidate were
allowed to spend $45 million,
each would theoretically have
equal press and TV time to make
his or her case as to why he
or she should be the next
president of the United
States. But as it is, because of the financial
situation, Americans
will hear far more
from Bush than
from any of the
Democrats, far
more from Dean
than from Kucinich,
and far more from Kerry
than from Clark. Americans
will be denied the necessary
information to choose a candidate who will best suit
their needs. When Americans cannot make the most
educated choice of an elected leader, our once-tight
hold on democracy begins to
slip.
It was vital that Dr.
Dean and Sen. Kerry made the
decision to forgo federal financing. It was the only way to keep
their campaigns afloat against
the titanic funding of President
Bush. But, after this campaign
is over we must tighten campaign finance laws so that the
institution of democracy will be
preserved.

a difference in only a few hours.
We are privileged every
other day of the year, and on the
day of service, we are given the
opportunity to help others instead of just going to our usual
classes. Why not make the most
of it? Making an experience
mandatory is not something I
would usually agree with, however, it seems that at the Park
School it is too easy to slide by,
missing experiences just because
we are trying to protect choice.
Choice can come the next year,
after you have gone out of your
comfort zone. We do not know
what we are missing unless we
try it. And in the end I think that
many of us would actually gain
something from being put out
into reality. Those who wouldn’t
would at least know what they
were making a decision on the
next time.
Let’s take advantage of
not having classes and use it as
fully as we can. Wouldn’t you
feel good sitting down at your
dinner table for a Thanksgiving
feast knowing that you made the
most difference you could? Either way, let’s argue.

Achieving Happiness
by Vera Eidelman ’05
Don’t you think it saying that you always get hapwould be amazing if we could piness in the end, I’m just
all discuss philosophy and devel- saying you strive for it. Try to
op our own ideas on it? Yeah, I think of anything you’ve done
think it would be too. So, I’m that you haven’t done in order
going to try to get that started to be happier. Even if you’re
somehow. And how do I plan to doing something out of a sense
do that? Just by telling you my of duty or of obligation, you feel
own ideas and hopefully getting happiness at having fulfilled that
duty or obligation and you also
someone to disagree with me.
I’ll start by talking feel happiness at getting it over
about motivation. I think that we and done with. You may end up
do everything we do in order to unhappy though, if you miscalachieve happiness. Every one of culate the effect of your deed.
our actions is motivated by our And then you’ll just do somethirst for happiness, and al- thing else in hopes of achieving
though not every action leads to happiness.
Disagree with me? I
the quenching of that thirst, we
hope
at
least
a few of you do. I
believe it will when we first perhope
you’ll
think
about it and
form it. Take something really
random as an example, like writ- talk about it and start some new
ing an article for Postscript. worthwhile discussion…
When you do it, it may
stress you out and it may
be a painful process.
But you do it because
you know eventually
you will be proud of
what you did, or you
will make others happy
because you said something true or witty or
just plain amazing, or
you’ll at least have done
the editor a favor. Regardless of what reason
you do it for, that reason
eventually leads back to
happiness. In every action, your motivation is
happiness. But I’m not
Vera Eidelman ’05 wonders.

photo by Sarah Raifman ’05

Students work at Habitat.

photo courtesy of Habitat for Humanity

On November 5th, during registration, I walked into the
room at the end of the science
hallway, excited to register for
service day. But, instead of feeling satisfaction because of an
easy sign up, I felt anger and
confusion. There were white pa-
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Wyman Art Center:
Student Works

by Alex Goldberg ’05 acrylic painting

by Ben Earley ’05 charcoal drawing

It is such a pleasure to teach
in a place that’s designed for
that purpose.
You don’t have to look far to
see students who appreciate
having the space to create
art. From the darkroom to the
painting studio, all kinds of
students are taking advantage
of the Arts Center.
-Bill Mack on Wyman Arts Center

by Sarah Dunn ’06 charcoal drawing
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The Pirates of Penzance: A Modern Major Success
by Peter Schamp ’05

and his portrayal of the slightly
pathetic Major General was extremely
amusing.
Also
noteworthy were his nine daughters, including Kabaret veterans
Sam Mehlman ’05 and Dahlia
Silberg ‘05. Each member of the
bevy of girls played their parts

lively. Behind him was his loyal
police force, which worked well
as a group to form a cowardly
pirate-hunting band.
Then there were the pirates. After watching Pirates of
the Caribbean this summer, I
must admit I was fairly excited

performance was highlighted by
the strikingly intricate and masterful costumes the actors wore.
The police were definitely the
best dressed as a group, but the
best costumes by far were those
of the Pirate King, Major General, and Sergeant of Police. The
Major General’s daughters
were
also
well-dressed with their
bouncy gowns mimicking bouncy dispositions.
In a group, they resembled a rather feminine
pile of pillows, which
made them all the more
lovable.
The set was incredible. Unlike last
year, the set for Pirates
was not a unit set, which
means that it wasn’t
constant throughout the
musical, from scene to
Jon Bookstein ’04 stands tall with full cast during second act.
scene. That didn’t keep
very well, but the daughter I no- about watching more of these John Trout from making it huticed most was played by Kate wild rogues. The pirates of Pen- mongous, despite the fact that it
Sachs ’05, who managed dead- zance supported their noble king had to be changed between acts.
on facial expressions. The superbly, especially in the row- When the curtains opened for act
bumbling policemen were led by dy first song, which included two, I was surprised to see that
their even-more-bumbling Ser- rope swinging, sword fighting, the pirate ship of act one had begeant, Jon Bookstein ’04. and just general swashbuckling come the ruins of a church. The
Bookstein delivered a fantastic – executed with brilliant grace tech crew’s hard work before
performance and his flailing an- and surprising athleticism on the and during the production really
tics kept much of the second act part of the actors. Each crazy paid off; great work! Lighting
photo courtesy of Peter King

I’d never seen a Gilbert
and Sullivan musical before the
night of November 14th, when I
came to Park to watch The Pirates of Penzance. Given last
year’s production of Kabaret, I
had high expectations. These
expectations were soon to be
met. Pirates is a technically
challenging play, with a huge
cast, complicated musical numbers, and a large and difficult set.
Senior Dan Gorham,
who played the rambunctious
Pirate King and gave an incredible performance, led the play.
Every slight mannerism and
awkward, over-zealous exclamation was carried out with
hilarious expertise. Gorham’s
voice was, as usual, stunning,
and pulled most of the singing
together. During scenes devoid
of the pirate king, I found myself awaiting his return with
anticipation. His supporting cast
also gave a great performance.
Senior Dan Boscov’s Frederic
was lovably confused, LenaKate Ahern ’04 played Mabel
gracefully, and Ben Rowland ’04
pulled off one of the most linguistically demanding songs I’ve
ever heard. Every scene with
Rowland, like the scenes with
Gorham, was a delight to watch,

The Da Vinci Code - A Thrilling Read
by Ben Gamse ’05
of the secret before the people
who murdered the curator can
take it from them.
When I read this novel
I was blown away. For a book
of over 450 pages, it was a surprisingly quick read. As I neared
the end, I couldn’t help but slow
down to savor its greatness. The
author, Dan Brown, knows his
stuff. He is a very intelligent and
clever writer, and all of the clues
that he provides fit the context
perfectly; they are intriguing and ultimately
solvable. The plot is
dynamic. The characters are flawlessly
conceived, each with a
strong desire to get
what they want. This
blends beautifully with
Brown’s unique storytelling
method:
presenting clues and
puzzles, telling the story from multiple points
of view, and manipulating time. However,
these techniques don’t
hinder the coherency of the
book. The result is a seamless,
fast-paced, wonderfully crafted
story with twists and turns not
just at the end, but also all
throughout the story. As the
characters make startling revelations, so does the reader. So give
The Da Vinci Code a try. I guarantee it’ll be worth your time.
photo by David Al-Ibrahm ’05

One day in June, I vis- praise and controversy.
ited a local Barnes and Noble to
The Da Vinci Code
purchase a much sought-after starts as a basic murder mystery
book. Upon arrival, I was over- thriller as the fictional curator of
whelmed by an overcrowded the Louvre is found murdered on
parking lot, a loud packed store, the floor of his museum. As his
costumes, and colorful decora- life was draining away, he was
tions. Yes, this was the day that able to hide a cryptic clue to a
the eagerly-anticipated fifth in- secret that has been kept safe for
stallment to the Harry Potter hundreds of years. In the wrong
series was released.
hands this secret would be devAs soon as the book astating to the Catholic Church.
was released at midnight, it
predictably shot straight to
#1 on the New York Times
Best Sellers list. But Harry Potter isn’t #1 anymore.
It isn’t even on the top ten.
And unlike the majority of
those people, I wasn’t there
to buy Harry Potter. I came
that night to purchase The
Da Vinci Code by Dan
Brown.
I definitely wasn’t
alone. This book is currently #1 on the Times’s list
after 34 weeks. It has
sparked religious controBen Gamse ’05 reads his new book.
versy, resulting in an
hour-long ABC special, and is in It is a secret that has been passed
the works to become a movie. down from Leonardo Da Vinci
At Park, although not a summer through Isaac Newton, Victor
reading choice, it is being spon- Hugo, and Jean Cocteau. The
sored by the popular X-block late curator’s intent was that
activity Tea Time. Don’t get me only his estranged granddaughwrong, I have nothing against ter, with the help of a Harvard
Harry Potter. I won’t even com- professor, would be able to depare the two. I would just like code its secrets. The story
to bring up a truly clever book follows these two as they team
that has received much-deserved up to discover the significance

and sound were also excellent,
although there were a few points
where it was hard to understand
the actors; I don’t know if this
was a problem of sound quality
or enunciation on the part of the
actors.
And of course, we can’t
forget the orchestra. Accompanied by visiting musicians, the
orchestra once again performed
their challenging pieces with
skill and finesse, and they played
terrifically as a group. Much of
the credit for that should go to
Adele Dinerstein, who managed
to direct the pit while also playing piano, and still had time for
a sword fight with the Pirate
King, defending herself valiantly with nothing but her baton.
The musical was great,
as always. To anyone thinking of
auditioning for next year, I’d
warn you that the stakes are high
because we’re all expecting an
awesome performance. I look
forward to next year’s musical,
and I’m sure it will be just as
splendid, if not more, than its
predecessors. I hope everyone
else who was there who acted in,
or had any other part in its creation, had just as much fun as I
did watching it.

Fitting Goodbye for Jay-Z
by Zack Leacock ’05
Jay-Z has had one of diverse. This is evident in the
the most successful careers in difference between the Timrap music. He has one of the baland produced “Dirt Off Your
largest catalogs of albums, and Shoulders,” which uses synthesizers to give it
every album in it
a club type
has gone multivibe, and the
platinum. On top
Rick Rubin
of that, he coproduced “99
owns one of the
Problems,”
biggest rapperwhich uses guiowned record
tar samples and
labels, Roc-a-fella
dirty sounding
Records, which
drums to give it
boasts such top
an old school
selling rap acts as
sound. Jay-Z’s
Cam’Ron, The
flow
also
Diplomats, and
State Property, among others. changes drastically to fit the difHis clothing line, Roc-a-wear, is ferent beats. The difference
worn by hip-hop heads every- between the ways he raps on the
where and his shoe, the S. slow flow “Threats” to the rapCarter’s, are the fastest selling id fire “My 1st Song” makes the
shoe in Reebok history (despite two songs sound like they’re
their not-so-beautiful appear- from different rappers. The vaance). His long list of riety in tracks means that it will
achievements goes on and on, take longer for listeners to get
and would no-doubt continue; tired of them.
The Black Album
but despite his success, Jay-Z
has decided to retire from the rap doesn’t really have any bad
game. His latest cut, The Black songs, but some could have been
Album, is the final chapter in his better or even left out. The first
book. Most people’s expecta- single, “Change Clothes,” isn’t
really that hot, and “Dirt Off
tions are for a grand finale.
With 13 songs, the new Your Shoulders” would have
CD doesn’t have a huge selec- been a better choice for a first
tion, but Jay has put a ton into single. Also, “What More Can I
each track. His choice to have a Say” gets annoying after a while.
variety of different producers Overall The Black Album is one
was a good one, as it gives most of the best albums of the year
of the songs their own distinctive and, though it isn’t his best, it is
beats. Each beat fits in a differ- a fitting end to Jay-Z’s career as
ent way, making the album very a rapper.
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Alias: Intriguing and Fun
by Rebecca Martin ’06

I was dismayed to find
that several acquaintances of
mine believe Alias is a show
solely dedicated to marketing
Jennifer Garner’s good looks.
Of course, with promos featuring her breasts and the
obnoxious tagline,
“Double-oh-YEAH,”
I can hardly blame
them. Regardless,
I’m writing to set the
record straight. Alias,
which follows the
life of a CIA spy
named Sydney Bristow (Garner) as she
deals with everything
from terrorists to forbidden love, is not
just a tribute to Jennifer’s body. It is a
high adrenaline, intense and completely
fun show. Yes, Garner does parade her sexuality on
many of her character’s missions
to exotic locals, but it’s the
slightly cheesy, endlessly entertaining, and always spot-on
fighting that is the focal point of
such scenarios.
Besides, the real center
of the show is the characters. It
features an ensemble cast of

many varied characters, all as
three-dimensional as can be, given the genre. In fact, some are
completely so, despite the implausible situations in which
they find themselves. I’ll give
you a sampling of the feast of

characters. Sydney’s ultimate
nemesis, Sloane, played by Ron
Rifkin, is portrayed with a perfect balance of sleaze and regret.
Hating him is enjoyable, yet he
is a psychologically believable
character- he has a poignant
Achilles heel: his loving wife
who was killed last season.
Michael Vaughn, played by

Michael Vartan, Sydney’s starcrossed lover and fellow spy, has
grown from a whimpering young
man into a strong willed, occasionally violent and extremely
capable person. Sydney’s father
and CIA superior, Jack Bristow
played by Victor
Garber, who is
arguably as important to the
show as Sydney
herself, is morally ambiguous to
the extreme, sure
that even the
deaths of innocent people are
justified in pursuit of a good
cause. Yet despite
Jack’s shady tactics, Garber gives
a sense of justice
to him: after all,
everything he does is for his little girl.
The involved dramas of
the characters are beautifully offset by the rush from the fight
scenes, the intriguing plot twists,
and the dash of high tech wizardry, giving the show a
satisfying balance. And the creators aren’t afraid to make fun of

Music Review:

Kings of Leon:
Worth Piracy but Not Much More
Bad news first: There’s
nothing truly original about the
Kings of Leon’s debut album,
“Youth and Young Manhood.”
These guys signed their record
deal about 25
years too late to
become very successful. They
keep a punk-ish
edge on most of
their songs, but at
their poppiest they
sound a little like
Blondie, and they
have the same
rawness as Ronnie Hawkins’ later
music. After a
whole LP’s worth
of material, leadsinger
Caleb
Followill’s singing style gets
tiresome. To top
it off, the members of Leon look
like they should
be in a Spinal Tap cover band;
it’s like they were aiming to look
like The Band in 1969, but
missed their mark.
To their credit, Kings of
Leon has put its religious past
behind it. Comprised of three
brothers and a cousin (Caleb,
Jared, Nathan, and Matthew Fol-

by Charlie Hankin ’06
lowill), the band grew up in Tennessee and traveled across the
southern states with Leon Followill, Pentecostal evangelist
minister, father of Caleb, Jared,

and Nathan, and the band’s
namesake. You would never
know this from listening to their
music. There are no religious
undertones, and most Pentecostal evangelists would preach the
destruction of this album if they
heard “Molly’s Chambers,” the
dirtiest song on the disc.

Despite being unoriginal 70’s throwback rock, the
album is extremely solid.
“Youth and Young Manhood” is
littered with charming harmonies and catchy
chord progressions,
and
energetic performances make up
for irritating vocal sliding within
the melodies. I
would be lying if
I were to say that
Kings of Leon
was doing things
with its genre that
no one else could
do, but it does its
thing as well as
anyone. Their
true talent shines
on tracks like
“Red Morning
Light” and “California Waiting,”
and a few listens
to “Holy Roller Novocaine” reminds you what can be done
with such a simple style. I
wouldn’t expect much from a
follow-up album, nor would I
drop nine bucks on this one. But
these guys do know what they
are doing and it shows, so give
it a listen.

the show itself, so in the end it’s
all just good fun. So go ahead,
watch it. It’s on ABC, Sundays
at nine o’clock. You might want
to ask someone to fill you in on
what’s happened so far (or you’ll
be confused, I assure you), but

there are probably plenty of people glad to help. Also, season
one is now out on DVD. Believe
me, it will be well worth your
while. There’s a reason I’m
proud to say I’ve never missed
an episode since day one.

TV Review:

College reality show
packs a punch
by Carly Donnelly ’06
Binge drinking, sex,
and gay couples. This is only the
beginning of Freshman Diaries,
the new twelve-week reality series on Showtime (Sunday at
11:00 PM). Twelve freshmen at
University of Texas- Austin were
given cameras to record a video
diary of their freshman year. Not
only do you get to see the diaries of each person, but a camera
crew also follows these freshmen around every waking hour.
Drunk or sober, this
crew catches every moment and
every contrast. You see everything from the dorks struggling
to survive in the partying social
world to the perfect student getting drunk for the first time to a

gay couple fighting over hair
color. While one student has to
drop out because of the birth of
his girlfriend’s baby, we see the
rest of the college students partying to excess during spring
break at San Padre Island.
This series is an addicting version of the Real World
where viewers witness freshmen
as they are thrown into a completely new environment, mostly
unprepared. They are excited
about a new segment of their
lives beginning as they start their
freshman year at college. A
member of the cast puts it best:
“These are supposed to be the
best years of my life. But I’m
still waiting.”

Movie Review:

The Matrix: Looks
Good but Plot Flops
by Andy Lillywhite ’07

The creators of The
Matrix tried too hard to end their
saga. The latest, and last, installment, Revolutions, has three
major parts. The first introduces

hard to attach a definitive end to
the Matrix trilogy. There is nothing suspenseful or absorbing
about the fight scenes, so ultimately it’s basically just a lot of

new characters as they join old
ones on a quest to save Neo,
played by Keanu Reeves. This is
the most interesting part of the
movie, but it seemed at times to
be somewhat unrelated to the
story. New characters bring the
concepts of love and karma to
the wide array of philosophical
ideas already explored in the
first two movies. Unfortunately,
this element of the movie had little to do with the rest.
The two later parts of
the movie show the humans and
machines going at it in a battle
to end all battles and Neo fighting a separate encounter against
his arch-nemesis, Agent Smith.
As I said, the Wachowski brothers, the writer-director pair
behind the films, were trying too

machines blowing each other to
smithereens. To top it off, the
previews gave away most of the
movie, so the ending is predictable.
Of course the movie
was, in a word, cool. I mean who
doesn’t want to watch big machines blowing up, intense slow
motion gunfights, and Neo flying through the air fighting like
superman?
In the end, The Matrix
Revolutions is reduced to the
level of an ordinary action, scifi movie with a plot that was not
compelling and at some points
not even relevant to the story.
But hey, the creators can still
depend on their awesome special
effects to attract audiences.
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Girls’ V Basketball: Court Piranhas

Boys FS Basketball
draws on leadership

by Sarah Welinsky ’05
After questioning numerous members of this year’s
Girls’ Varsity Basketball team,
as well as new Head Coach
Kevin Coll, on their hopes for
the upcoming season, the only
response given was, “I want us
to play like Piranhas.” This season will be based entirely upon
a Piranha mentality, and each
member’s goal is to fully master her Piranha-like defensive
skills
Unfortunately for the
Lady Bruins, a number of injuries and sicknesses have already
put some players on the injured
list, including veteran Seniors
Jenny Cooper and Liz Webber.
Webber may not return at all.

photo by Jill Papel ’05

by Ezra Rosenberg ’06
This year’s Fresh-Soph season this year.
Where last year’s team
team has big shoes to fill after
was
entirely
freshmen, there are
the success of last year’s team,
which kicked off the Bruins Tri- three sophomores on the team
fecta, when all three Boys’ teams this year, and Coach Seidenman
won their respective conference hopes to draw leadership from
championships last year. As them. He is looking for them to
Coach Seidenman ’85 puts it, “serve important roles on and off
“Last year all the teams in our the court” for this year’s team.
The team will have had
conference learned there was a
new sheriff in town, and he was only two weeks of practice before its first game, and starters
one angry Bruin.”

are yet to be chosen; coaches
Seidenman and Mike Stiller are
still trying to determine each
player’s respective role
on this twelve-man
team. The team has a
Head Coach: Roger Seidenman ’85
scrimmage against GilAssistant Coach: Mike Stiller ’85
man on December 3rd
Captains: not yet determined
before opening up
Players to watch: Tyler Weinberg ’06,
MIAA Fresh-Soph BAnders Hullenberg ’07, Ian Long ’07
Conference play in the
beginning of January.

photo by Oliver Reid

Team practices free-throws for upcoming season.

In order to
be successful at
their Piranha mindset, the team needs
to be tremendously
focused and prepared to meet their
high expectations.
With less healthy
players there means
more work for the
rest of the team.
The preparation entails
suicides,
defensive drills,
boxing out, and all
types of shooting
drills, which take
place every practice.
These Maggie Sachs ’07 prepares to send a pass.
activities
each day do, indeed, re- Coach Coll seems confident
quire a great deal of with the team and hopes they
focus. Coach Coll ex- will “dictate the tempo of the
plains that the “team game, like Piranhas.”
begins every practice
With all of the girls’
with energy and deter- pre-season hard work, the girls
mination and ends it the will become tough competitors
same way.”
within the conference. As the
The team has a girls continue their attempt to
tough season ahead and play like Piranhas and master
is anticipating difficult these skills, when it is time to
games against teams face their competitors they will
like Chapelgate, Pallot- be prepared. If anyone is curious
ti, and St. Paul’s, all of what this Piranha mentality
teams that have been a involves, the team encourages
challenge in past years. you to come see it for yourself.
photo by Oliver Reid
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Coach Seidenman is determined to keep the Park spirit
alive with another championship

Nicole Love ’04 tries to get the pass off.

Boys’ JV Basketball has great work ethic
by Darryl Tarver ’04

photo by Jill Papel ’05

As this talentdefensives.
Aled group of twelve
though the team
sophomores begins the
suffered a blow when
season, there is one
point guard Dia
thing on their minds: a
Clark ’06 was moved
second consecutive Cup to the varsity
Conference title. Head
team, the junior varCoach Dave Tracey
sity squad has
says they are motivated
enough talent to fill
and will “do whatever
in this gap. Captain
it takes to get the job
Brad Mendelson ’06
done.” That job, of
is quite optimistic
course, is to win the
about the season:
championship, and the
“We know we will
team certainly seems
we have to work
well equipped to
harder and play betachieve their goal. The
ter than we ever have
team boasts strength in
to win a championseveral dimensions:
ship, but we have a
size, speed, shooting
great work ethic and
ability, and defense.
amazing talent. We
Coach Tracey says he is
should be able to
excited about his team
achieve our goal.”
this year and will begin
C o a c h
the conference schedTracey and his assisule with a clear plan, Zack White ’06 finishes his drive with a layup.
tant Josh Ackerman,
which is to “define the paint as a fortress, which the opposition who teamed up last year, seem
will not be able to pene- to be working in sync again, as
trate
without if last season never ended. With
Head Coach: Dave Tracey
experiencing pain.”
the coaching, talent, depth, and
Assistant Coach: Josh Ackerman
The team has chemistry that this team already
Captains: not yet determined
worked hard in the first has in place, proper drive and
Players to watch: Alex Brooks ’06,
few weeks of the season focus will certainly take them far
Zack White ’06, Jake Wiggins ’06
to master new plays and this year.

Head Coach: Kevin Coll
Asst. Coach: Shelly Katzef
Captains: rotating
Players to Watch: Coach Coll states, “Watch the whole
team - the court and the bench.”

New sound system in gym
adds music to games
by Liz Webber ’04
Every year the graduating class and their parents
donate a “senior gift” to the
school. The senior gift serves
two purposes: first, it is a functional gift that the entire
community can be benefited by,
and second, it is something that
the school remembers the graduating seniors by after their
time at Park has come to an end.
Last year’s graduating
class, a class that was highly involved in athletics at Park,
donated a high quality sound
system to be used in the Park
Athletic Center.
As Athletic Director
Ridge Diven says, the system is
“state of the art, top of the line”
and “isn’t going to crackle with
loud voices or music.” Diven
asserts that he doesn’t “know
what else we could have done
to make the system any better.”
The system has three
components, allowing any of

the three courts, or a combination thereof, to be operated
simultaneously. The system has
wireless microphones that can
be used anywhere throughout
the gym. It is also equipped
with a CD and cassette player.
The system will be
used for athletic events – playing music during warm-ups and
announcing the teams and starting players – as well as special
events like the Winter Concert,
Senior Breakfast, and Class of
2004’s graduation if bad weather occurs.
Diven and Greg Tarver, a Park parent greatly
involved in developing the new
system, seem pleased with the
final product and are thankful
that last year’s graduating class
thought to donate this gift to the
school.
Diven says, “The system meets expectations and
then some.”
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Boys’ Varsity Basketball tries to repeat championship season
by Liz Webber ’04

Girls’ JV Basketball
looks to improve
by Colin Campbell ’05
basketball year-round
and “this puts us behind
the 8-ball,” he pointed
out. “Compared to last
year, the girls are, overall, taller and are more
athletic,” said Coach Yaniger, who thinks this
will help their aggressive defense. Yaniger added, “Come the
middle of the season, this should
work to our advantage.”
More people are also
confident in handling the ball,
and although Coach Yaniger will
have Tara Gelb ’06 handle the
ball most of the time, there is a
great deal of versatility and confidence. The team is working
hard in practice, and as long as
the girls “stay on the same
page,” Coach Yaniger believes
they will have a successful season.

Head Coach: Brian Yaniger
Assistant Coach: Marianne Jones
Captains: Adria Johnson ’05,
Tara Gelb ’06
Players to Watch: Adria Johnson ’05,
Tara Gelb ’06, Ashley Robinson
The Girls’ Junior Varsity Basketball team is looking to
better their performance from
last season. Last year, the team
had a disappointing season, falling short in a number of very
close games. However, with a
more experienced and skilled
squad, the team’s chance of
breaking .500 looks good.
This dedicated team is
looking to win games with their
aggressive defense rather than
offense. Coach Brian Yaniger
explains that the team struggles
with fundamental shooting skills
because none of the girls play
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photo by Oliver Reid

’04 explained how the long as we’re working as a team
team’s chemistry will on defense and not as individuhelp them have a suc- als, then we’ll be able to open up
cessful season: “Since our offense by forcing turnovers
we already know each and getting rebounds.”
The varsity players will
other ’s styles, we’ll
start this year where we vote for captains after their first
left off with the cham- game, against Greater Grace
pionship last year.” Christian Academy, and a scrimDespite the fact that mage, against Friends School.
there are no returning Coach Wolf said that, “I don’t let
varsity members this the guys vote for captains before
season, Coach Wolf we see who’s a natural leader out
says, “The integrity of on the court.” It’s obvious that
our team ought to re- leadership, communication, and
main the same because unity are going to be essential inthe consistency of the gredients to the team’s success
program, grades 9-12, this season. Coach Wolf says,
“These guys were 24-0 last seaDia Clark ’06 passes the ball away.
has remained intact.”
Slatkin com- son. They know how to win.”
squad is made up of thirteen new mented that the team “has been
players: the coaching staff focusing on team defense. As
moved everyone from last year’s
Junior Varsity team, plus Sophomore Dia Clark, up to the
Varsity level. Clark emphasizes
the importance of this decision:
“Together we have a lot of
chemistry because everyone has
played together – except for me
– for a long time. We’re all also
new to the varsity squad. I think
that’s why we’re going to be successful this season: we all care
about team work and helping
each other out.” Jimmy Slatkin
DJ Gorham ’04 powers through defense to the basket.
photo by Jill Papel ’05

Marco Fontano ’04 drives past
Jeremy Silver ’04.

After vigorous pre-season training, strenuous tryouts,
and two weeks of intense practice, the Boys’ Varsity Basketball
team is in shape and looking
great; however, the Bruins are
the returning C-Conference
Champions, and as Head Coach
Josh Wolf points out, “Everybody guns for last
season’s champs.” In
addition to being a conference target, the team
has already suffered a
few temporary, but significant, losses to injury
and sickness. Brad
Rifkin ’05 re-injured his
foot, but will have time
to recover for the beginning of conference play.
Other players have been
set back by illnesses, but
are expected to be
healthy soon. In order to
overcome these dilemmas, the coaches are
expecting dedication,
diligence, and drive
from their players, and
as senior Jeremy Silver
says, “We’re going to
have to pick up the pace
already if we want to be
as good as last season.”
The varsity
photo by Oliver Reid

Head Coach: Josh Wolf
Asst. Coach: Will Wharton
Captains: not yet determined
Players to Watch: David Berman ’05, Andre Brasser ’04,
Dia Clark ’06, Phillip Porter
’05, Paul Weitz ’05, Brad
Rifkin ’05

Girls’ Indoor Soccer sets lofty goals
The Girls’ Indoor Varsity Soccer team has set lofty
goals for their upcoming season.
Unfortunately, there are at least
two obstacles in the team’s way:
first, the entire conference will
be gunning for the Lady Bruins
since the Girls’ Fall Soccer team
won the C-Conference championship, and second, Park is
moving up from the B-Conference this season to the
A-Conference. The team has already suffered the loss of senior
forward Nicole Oidick to mononucleosis, making it much more
difficult for the team to be offensively successful.
Despite these potential
problems, the girls and coaches
seem dedicated and determined
to be at the top of the conference.
The team is full of senior leadership and boasts three
former all-stars. Those on the
team remain optimistic, given

The Park School

by Brad Rifkin ’05
the pressure to succeed and the
adversity they face. Allison Zerhusen ’05 exclaimed that the
team, “plans on winning the ADivision Indoor Soccer

Championship this year!” We
shall see if the team can back up
their words in their quest to repeat what they have done for the
past two fall soccer seasons.

Head Coach: Geoffrey Hoffman
Assistant Coach: Steve Wais
Captains: not yet determined
Players to Watch: Drew Fidler ’04, Erin McMahon ’05,
Nicole Oidick ’04, Julie Scherr ’04, Allison Zerhusen ’05

Boys’ V Basketball
11/25
11/29
12/01
12/05
12/09
12/12
12/16
12/18
12/29

4:00 PM
11:00 AM
4:00 PM
8:00 PM
4:00 PM
7:30 PM
4:00 PM
4:00 PM
6:30 PM

vs. Greater Grace Christian Academy
@ Friends School
@ Christian Home Education Network
vs. Chapelgate Christian Academy
vs. Beth Tfiloh Community School
vs. Key School
vs. Annapolis Area Christian School
@ Baltimore Lutheran High School
@ Joppatowne High School

Girls’ V Basketball
12/05
12/10
12/12
12/15
12/17

6:30 PM
5:30 PM
7:15 PM
5:30 PM
4:00 PM

vs. Loch Raven High School
vs. Chapelgate Christian Academy
@ St. Vincent Pallotti High School
vs. Maryvale Preparatory School
vs. Severn School

Girls’ V Indoor Soccer
12/02
12/04
12/10
12/11
12/15
12/17

4:45 PM
4:45 PM
3:45 PM
3:45 PM
4:45 PM
3:45 PM

@ Roland Park Country School
@ St. John’s
@ Bryn Mawr School
@ Notre Dame Preparatory School
@ Key School
@ Institute of Notre Dame

